Navigating the Court: A Comparison of Distance Demands between Sexes in Grand Slam Tennis
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Abstract
This study analysed critical movement demands of tennis match-play to better inform contemporary approaches to athlete preparation and training. HawkEye data from matches during the 2021 and 2022 Australian Open were utilised. Distance was aggregated for movement cycles, points, games, sets, and matches, alongside total shots played. Data was collated for males (best-of-five sets) and females (best-of-three sets) allowing comparisons both within and between sexes. Overall, no differences within sexes were evident for total distance, however males traversed further per match than females (MDE = 809 ± 139m, ES = 0.86). Female players travelled further in their deciding (third) sets compared to players from both sexes generally covered similar distances during points and movement cycles, with between-shot distances of 4.2m-4.5m, notably longer than previous reports. Further, total shots and total match distance (r > 0.97; p < 0.01) shared some evidence of elevated distance requirements and variability. Between sexes, only female set 3 was different to male set 3 (ES = 0.28). Female and male tiebreak games (i.e. game 13) required players travel further distance compared to other games (ES = ~1.45). Between sex differences were observed for tiebreak games compared to games 1 to 12 (female ES = 1.36 and male ES = 1.53). Players from both sexes generally covered similar distances during points and movement cycles, with between-shot distances of 4.2m-4.5m, notably longer than previous reports. Further, total shots and total match distance (r > 0.97; p < 0.01) shared similar linear relationships. These results highlight that the between shot or movement cycle demands of professional hard court tennis are substantially higher than described in the literature (Roetert et al., 2003). The findings also reveal competitiveness as a key influence on set level distance demands during professional tennis match-play, a consideration in player preparation programs.
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Introduction
World class professional tennis requires speed, power and agility, coupled with a unique endurance capacity to sustain high intensity efforts whilst making skilful shots over prolonged periods of time (Giles et al., 2018; Kovacs, 2006). Historically, the physical aspects of tennis performance have been critiqued through an assessment of physiology, movement demands, or a combination of both. To date, the majority of literature exploring the movement demands of tennis utilise summary statistics, which details high-level metrics such as distance covered, velocity, and acceleration (Galé-Ansodi et al., 2018;2017a; 2017b; Hoppe et al., 2014; 2016; Kilit and Arslan, 2017; Kovalchik and Reid, 2017; Pereira et al., 2016; 2015; 2017; 2018; Whiteside and Reid, 2017). However, these summary statistics are generally aggregated to represent an entire match or set, leaving a clear gap in the understanding of more specific or technical aspects of movement in match-play (i.e., point or shot movement requirements).

Movement in tennis encompasses a coupling of the distance a player is required to travel and the time they have available to cover this distance. A recent interview with expert coaches outlined higher-order themes typically associated with elite movement in tennis (Giles et al., 2018). This perspective suggests that, when posed with similar movement scenarios, players may have different movement solutions that prove equally effective. Furthermore, the physical ability of players is likely intertwined with their playing style, where faster and more enduring players often adopt counterpunching approaches to playing the game (Roetert and Kovacs, 2011). Paradoxically though, much of the sport’s research focus has been on match tactics rather than the movement that allows for those tactics to be implemented. From a training point of view, interest has grown in quantifying the higher order kinematics of player movement, often with load management in mind, but lower order kinematics like distance remain the foundational starting point of designing on-court movement training interventions, such as the star drill or box drill (Reid et al., 2008). Roetert et al. (2003) reported that 2.5m represented 80% of between-shot distance in tennis, but this information is now two decades old and may not be representative of the modern game. This means that training design is regularly based on the observational analysis of experts and/or generalised and dated information describing the distance demands of point play. Therefore, it is critical that the distance requirements of tennis match play are contemporised.

Understanding the distance requirements of an entire tennis match is important to guide training and prepare athletes for the demands of tournament match play. Accordingly, Whiteside and Reid (Whiteside and Reid, 2017) have previously reported the cumulative court coverage demands of male and female players over the first week of Grand Slam tennis (Whiteside and Reid, 2017). They revealed that males covered 9647m over four matches (~2400m per match) and females 5656m (~1400m per match) (Whiteside and Reid, 2017). This information is valuable as it informs the expected workload during the first week of a major tournament. Coaches can use these figures to guide pre-season preparation workloads or to cross reference against the data of their own players. How-
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However, these aggregated match demands can mask how distance accumulates over sets, games, points, and shots, therein limiting the precision with which coaches can plan training. While practitioners may be able to piece together these demands from different published sources, they are plagued by methodological differences (i.e., performance level, sex, court surface etc.), and therefore, remain incomplete (Pluim et al., 2023).

A more forensic examination of distance requirements (i.e., shot, point or game) remains a gap in the literature (Galé-Ánsodi et al., 2017a; Pereira et al., 2016; Pluim et al., 2023; Roetert et al., 2003; Whiteside and Reid, 2017), which could guide the design of more representative training sessions and drills. For instance, the most practically referred work investigating distance travelled in tennis to date, examined between-shot movement of elite male players during the French Open Grand Slam (Roetert et al., 2003). Findings from this work illustrated ~80% of between-shot movement required athletes to travel <2.5m, ~10% of movement between 2.5 - 4.5m, and ~10% of movement >4.5m, which to the authors’ knowledge, is the only investigation that has examined the sport’s between-shot court coverage or movement cycle requirements, which ironically represent the most rehearsed movement patterns in tennis. However, for all of its potential practical value, the work was limited by the hand notation of distance and a small sample size of male players, which misses 50% of the world’s professional playing body and limits the generalisability of the findings. Furthermore, this research explored the distance demands of decades old match-play on clay courts (Roetert et al., 2003), further limiting its utility given the changes in the physicality of the modern game and prevalence of hard court tournament play (Fernandez et al., 2006; Galé-Ánsodi et al., 2017a; Pereira et al., 2016; Tech, 2010). Accordingly, a more detailed and contemporary review of these demands is needed, which was the focus of the current study. More specifically, match, set, game, point, and movement cycle distances were compared both within and between sexes during a grand slam on hard courts.

Methods

All athletes entering the 2021 or 2022 Australian Open Grand Slam main draw tournament were considered for inclusion in this study. Each year, 128 males and 128 females enter the Australian Open main draw tournament, with 169 and 172 unique males and females respectively, featured in the 2021 and 2022 Australian Open, who were all considered for participation in this study. Of the 169 male and 172 female players, 155 male and 168 female athletes’ data met the inclusion criteria for this study (detailed below). All participants provided consent for their tournament data to be collected, analysed, and publicly documented at the time of entry into the tournament. Ethics approval to conduct this study was provided by an institutional research ethics committee (2022/ET000216).

Player tracking data were recorded by Hawk-Eye (Hawk-Eye Innovations Ltd, Basingstoke, UK), which uses a 10-camera system to identify on-court player and ball positioning during tennis matches with a mean error of 2.6mm (for ball tracking), operating at a 25Hz and more recently 50Hz sampling frequencies (Innovations). The Hawk-Eye player tracking accuracy is unpublished, however ball tracking precision alongside single camera analysis systems error of 55mm (Dunn et al., 2014) suggest an expected error comparable to the ball tracking. Hawk-Eye staff collect and process the video camera footage of each match in the Australian Open and provide a raw sampled output of the centre of mass X Y positional coordinates of players during live match play. The resultant data is owned by the tournament owner.

For this study, the raw player tracking data, describing the centre of mass X Y positional coordinates for each player, for each match were down sampled to 25Hz for inter-event consistency and smoothed using a Butterworth low pass filter. Once processed, the data were checked for spurious values or errors consistent with tracking drop out. This included identification of data loss during a rally or interpolated data where signal drop-out occurred. Where any errors were identified in a point, the entire point was removed from the match file. The entire match file was included for analysis if >90% of the points were available after checking for errors. Of the 504 male and 506 female match files available for analysis, 371 male and 483 female match files met the inclusion criteria.

The movement cycle definition by Margi (Margi, 2020) was used to assess the distance travelled during each movement cycle for each player per rally. However, as HawkEye player tracking does not detect the split-step action, opposition racket-ball impact time was utilised as a surrogate for the player split-step action due to the close timing of the split-step and opposition hitting time (Mecheri et al., 2019). As the movement cycle consists of both travelling to the ball and recovering to a position of leverage for the next shot, the following considerations were made regarding the player tracking data for the movement cycle analysis. To account for variation in distance travelled from the serve, which is typically shorter than general rally plays, all data from the serve was excluded for the movement cycle analysis. Further, as a rally may have no clear end time (i.e. distinct moment when the rally is over), the player tracking data from the last shot of a rally was also excluded from the movement cycle analysis. This meant that data for the movement cycle was captured from the return shot of the serve until the moment of the last shot in a rally. Therefore, if a rally was three shots or less, no movement cycle data was included for that rally. This distance was summarized for each movement cycle, meaning several data points may have existed for each player in the same rally.

The total distance a player moved was calculated for each aspect of tennis match-play; this included match, set, game, point, and movement cycle distances for each player during each match. All movement data during live match play were included for the summation of match, set, game and point distances, whereas the movement cycle excluded the serve and final shot data of the rally to ensure a full movement cycle was captured. For match analysis, players’ data were aggregated at each round and all matches from the quarterfinals, semi-finals and grand final were aggregated as “Finals matches”. Further, the total number of
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shots played was also calculated for each match. Due to data tracking drop out (common when players are deep off the baseline and do not come into Hawkeye video frame) observations of more than four standard deviations (SD) from the mean were removed for each aspect of tennis match-play to account for those observations that may not have included a full data set based on visual inspection of outliers.

A series of linear models were used to compare the phases of each aspect of match-play within and between sexes (i.e., males Game 1 vs. males Game 2 etc., and males Game 1 vs. females Game 1 etc.). In the first model, distance travelled was the outcome variable, aspect number (i.e. Game 1, Game 2, etc.) was the fixed effect, and player was a random effect. The second model was reflective of the first model, with the addition of sex as a fixed effect. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) between the first two models informed a likelihood ratio p-value to assess the influence of sex on predicted distance for each aspect of match-play. This comparison was conducted for match, set, game, and point distance. The final linear model analysed the movement cycle, with distance travelled as the outcome variable, sex as a fixed effect, and player as a random effect. Moreover, a linear regression model was utilised to investigate total match distance predicted by total shots played, allowing for a comparison of sexes. Visual inspection of model residuals led to a log transformation of the data in each case. Cooks distance was used to further remove any influential outliers, where the top 1% of observations were removed (Cook, 1979).

To compare within and between sex differences, 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated. True differences were acknowledged where confidence intervals did not overlap between comparisons. To interpret practicality, Cohen’s d effect sizes (ES) were calculated only for those comparisons with true differences, interpreted as small (0.2), medium (0.5), and large (0.8) (Cohen, 1988). For generalised comparisons, a mean difference between estimates (MDE) was calculated and reported as a mean±SD and a mean ES for those comparisons with true differences only. Summary statistics were calculated for full movement cycles for each sex, dissected in ten-percentage tile increments. All statistical computation was conducted using the R programming language (R version 4.1.3 (2022-03-10)).

Results

Likelihood ratio p-values from the ANOVA model comparisons indicated a significant effect of sex in each aggregated aspect of match-play (shots per point, point, game, set, and match p < 0.01). The estimate (±95% CI) for each aspect of match-play are presented in Figure 1. The average estimate for each aspect of match-play and each sex is presented in Table 1.

At the match level, no differences were observed within female matches across the tournament (MDE = 132 ± 157m) or within males’ matches (MDE = 126 ± 150m) with variance ranging between 6 - 11%. True differences were observed between sexes (MDE = 809 ± 139m, mean ES = 0.86), highlighting males covered ~70% more distance than females in a match. Match estimates are presented in Figure 1A.

When investigating sets, a true difference was observed for females’ Set 1 compared to Set 3 (ES = 0.28), where distance was 16% further (81m) in Set 3. For males, no differences were observed between sets (MDE = 34m ± 39m), with a typical variance of 6%. Between sexes, females covered 15% more distance than males in Set 3 (ES = 0.29). Besides Set 3, no further differences were observed between sexes (MDE = 36 ± 63m), with a typical variance of 10-12% evident. Set estimates are presented in Figure 1C.

At the Game level, female Game 13 was different to Games 1 to 12 (MDE 67 ± 3m, mean ES = 1.45), where Game 13 distance was 56% greater than the other games. When Game 13 was removed (which represents a tie-break and is a-typical of a normal tennis game), a typical variance of 8% is observed (MDE = 3 ± 4m). For males, Game 13 was also different to Games 1 to 12 (MDE = 67 ± 3m, mean ES = 1.44), where 58% greater distance was evident in Game 13. When Game 13 was removed, a typical variance of 7% was evident (MDE = 3 ± 4m). Several differences were observed between sexes, with females’ Game 13 being higher than males’ Games 1 to 12 by ~55% (MDE = 63 ± 3m, mean ES = 1.36); further, males’ Game 13 being higher than female Games 1 to 12 by ~57% (MDE = 71 ± 3m, mean ES = 1.53). When removing Game 13, the variation between games was <10% (MDE = 4 ± 4m). Model estimates for games are presented in Figure 1D.

At the point level, no differences were observed within female (MDE = 1 ± 2m) or male (MDE = 3 ± 3m) points, with variance ranging between 14 - 31%. Point distance between sexes were not different (MDE = 2 ± 3m), despite males traveling ~16% further than females per point. Point estimates are presented in Figure 1E.

A linear relationship between distance and shots played was evident (see Figure 1F). The addition of one shot per point results in 2 ± 1m (7%) and 2 ± 2m (7%) more distance for female and male players, respectively. When shots played per point were matched (i.e. males play 5 shots and females play 5 shots in a point), no differences between sexes are observed (MDE = 1 ± 1m), with a typical variance of 3% evident.
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Figure 1. Estimate distance (m) ± 95% CI for each match (A), set (C), game (D), point (E), rally shots played (F), and the relationship between match distance and shots played (B) for females (black) and males (grey).

Regression analysis of total match distance by total shots played are reported in Figure 1B. No meaningful differences were observed between sexes. The relationship between shots played and total match distance was near perfect for both sexes (male $r = 0.98$; $p < 0.01$; female: $r = 0.97$; $p < 0.01$). Regression equations are presented in Figure 1B, which are almost identical between sexes.

No true differences between sexes were evident in the movement cycle, as overlap between sex confidence intervals existed (see Table 1). Males travelled 0.3m further than females, equating to an average of 7% further per cycle. A distribution plot of the movement cycle is presented in Figure 2.

Discussion

The purpose of this investigation was to compare the distance demands of movement cycles, points, games, sets, and matches during elite professional hard court match-play both within and between sexes. The evaluation of these demands with a cohort in near identical conditions directly addresses the disconnected view of court coverage previously presented in the literature (Galé-Ansodi et al., 2018; 2017a; 2017b; Hoppe et al., 2014; 2016; Kilit and Arslan, 2017; Kovalchik and Reid, 2017; Pereira et al., 2016; 2015; 2017; Whiteside and Reid, 2017).

Male professional players have been reported to cover more distance than their female counterparts in Grand Slam hard court match-play (Whiteside and Reid, 2017). A similar trend was observed in the current study where males travelled ~2.4km and females ~1.4km per match, in line with past research (Pereira et al., 2017; Whiteside and Reid, 2017). This contrast in movement demands between sexes would, to some extent, appear to support the perception that men’s tennis is more physically demanding (Kovalchik and Reid, 2017), and when tallied across an entire (7 match) Grand Slam event, necessitates that male players travel 60% more or ~5.5km longer distances than their female counterparts. This difference is largely explained by the five rather than three set format of men’s matches. These statistics provide rationale for longer endurance type training sessions (McGowan, 2022). However, coaches also regularly prescribe tennis-specific drills (Murphy et al., 2014), where further evaluation of the movement cycle can enhance drill specificity.
Beyond format, another factor that has been purported to influence the court covered in a match is competitiveness or the closeness of the contest (Whiteside and Reid, 2017). Interestingly, the current study observed more court coverage in the final sets of both male and female matches that “go the distance” (i.e., five and three setters respectively). This might reaffirm the relationship between competitiveness and physicality of contests, or alternatively, could indicate a change in playing behaviour where players adopt tactics that increase rally length, which is highly correlated with distance travelled (Figure 1B). Tie-break games also feature elevated distance demands, further underlining the link between competitive matches and distance travelled. Both deciding sets and tie-breaks are critical phases of match play, where match outcomes are decided. The practical applications from understanding the physical characteristics of these critical high-pressure moments can allow coaches to program similar scenarios in training, heightening the physical representativeness of training design even if the mental characteristics of match play are hard to recreate (Fleming et al., 2023).

As grand slam tournaments progress, higher ranked players are more likely to meet head-to-head. Variance in total match distance also increases as the tournament progresses, most notably in round 4 and finals matches (Figure 1A). This variance may be influenced by other factors such as playing style, specific player match ups, or opposition familiarisation. As an example, two players who regularly compete against each other (e.g., Djokovic and Nadal, who have played 59 times (ATP, 2022)) are often very familiar with each other’s strengths and weaknesses, which may lead to more competitive contests. In contrast, a player can have a breakout tournament in a Grand Slam, where a proven champion could end their campaign in a less competitive affair. These two scenarios may present in the finals of a Grand Slam and explain the variance in total match distance observed in finals matches.

Another novel aspect of this investigation was the analysis of between shot movement, or movement cycles, which were observed to last ~4.5m on average. Notation of Grand Slam matches at Roland Garros from two decades ago suggested that ~80% of between-shot movement was <2.5m, ~10% was between 2.5m and 4.5m, and ~10% of movement saw players cover >4.5m between shots (Roetert et al., 2003). This seminal work is the only scientific reference to between-shot movement, and the breakdown of distance demands continues to inform practice today, where coaches consider movement in three ‘ranges’ often termed inner, mid, and end range. The current data present a more contemporary view of the game, especially on hard courts and for both males and females. Less than 10% (~5% for male and ~7% for female) of movement cycles were observed to span <2.5m, which is proportionally reflective of one eighth of that previously observed (Roetert et al., 2003). The remaining 2.5 - 4.5m (~44% for male and ~49% for female) and >4.5m (51% for male and 44% for female) distance bands were also proportionally 4 times higher in the current results (Roetert et al., 2003). Additionally, 80% of movement cycles were <2.5m in the male game historically, that figure now stands at <6m for both sexes. These disparate profiles are likely the result of the evolving physical, technical, and tactical nature of the game and its athletes (Roertet et al., 2003; Tech, 2010).

Practically, the current findings are critical in allow-
ing coaches to recalibrate their training design so that drills are more representative of the modern game’s demands (Edwards, 2010). With immediate effect, coaches should update any training logic based on the previous guide that 80% of movement cycles cover <2.5m. This research clearly shows that for hard court tennis, players travel ≤6m between 80% of shots. Furthermore, traditional movement tests to profile the athleticism of tennis players (i.e., 20m sprints, 5 - 0 - 5 tests) might be adjusted to better reflect the sport’s movement demands (i.e., 3 - 0 - 3 or 10 - 0 - 10). Indeed, these findings provide cause to consider whether the inner, mid, and end range categories of movement are still relevant or whether the movement cycles of the contemporary hard-court game are better and more simply served described as ≤4.5m and >4.5m (i.e. inner and extended range). Alternatively, given the complex and unpredictable nature of tennis play, the sport’s movement demands may be better considered as a continuum. In any event, this baseline understanding might pave the way for more individualised approaches to movement analysis for players or future work to consider the intensity of movement. In these contexts, the action capabilities of players as well as the situational demands of point play can ultimately take centre stage.

Conclusion

This study has illustrated professional players court coverage in contemporary Grand Slam tennis. Notable differences, largely attributable to match format, emerged in the movement demands of male and female players. Competitiveness of contests also elevate distance demands, with deciding sets observed to enhance distance coverage. Significantly, the typical movement cycle of players on hard courts was reported as at least two times longer than previously contemplated, which challenges current conventions and presents opportunities for training design.
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Key points

- Between sex differences are evident for match distance in hard court grand slam tennis, largely owing to the difference in format (i.e. best-of-three sets vs. best-of-five sets).
- No sex differences were present when distance is normalised for number of shots played, supporting differences in total match distance resulting from more shots played by males.
- Deciding sets (third for females and fifth for males) generally feature elevated distance demands, as do tiebreak games.
- The average movement cycle distance on hard courts is 4.5m for males and 4.2m for females, where 80% of movement cycles are ~6m or less.